
Wise theologians see more in the fall of humankind in God’s Eden garden than meets
the eye. Falling involved more than our two original parents committing the original
sin. Falling involved more than ejection from God’s paradise garden to toil the thorny
earth. Falling gave us three new adversaries, not just one adversary. First, falling first
gave us death. Our bodies became subject to decay and demise. Falling gave us an end
date, creating an entirely new dynamic of making sense of our newly mortal lives.
Second, falling gave us sin. Our disobedience twisted our aim, making our judgment
faulty and our desires destructive. Falling gave us an entirely new set of problems of
distinguishing God’s trustworthy aim from our untrustworthy tendencies and desires.
Third, falling made us subject to our adversary’s wiles. We don’t just sin out of our
flesh. We have an enemy tempting us toward sin, an enemy who tries to enslave us.

Three serious consequences of falling: death, sin,
and slavery under an adversary. Christians must deal
with each such consequence in its own way,
according to the scriptures. Christ conquered death
for those who accept his victory. We escape death’s
grip when we cast our hope on him. Christ also
gives us the strength to turn from sin. We are weak,
but he is strong, and so we crucify our weakness,
giving up our life to accept his life and strength.
Christ also defeated our adversary whose deceptions
hold no power over us other than the power we
grant to him. As long as we hold fast to Christ, our
adversary cannot defeat us. Christ defeated our
adversary when Christ walked from his grave. For
each consequence of falling, God has given us his

power, substance, and strength, indeed given us redemption from the consequence. We
need only hold onto him until the glorious end.


